Abstract. We prove that there are no achiral almost positive knots and classify all almost positive diagrams of the unknot.
Introduction
Many properties of knots are defined by the existence of diagrams with such properties. Such classical properties are alternation and positivity. Adjoining the word "almost" before the name of the property, we mean that the knot does not have a diagram with that property, but one in which it can be attained by one crossing change. In this sense C. Adams [Ad] studied almost alternating knots. Here we consider the notion for positivity.
Definition 1.1
The writhe is a number (±1), assigned to any crossing in a link diagram. A crossing as on figure 1(a), has writhe 1 and is called positive. A crossing as on figure 1(b), has writhe −1 and is called negative. While making a definition it is a good idea to verify that objects of the kind we define indeed exist.
Example 1.1
The knot !10 145 of [Ro] is almost positive, as its diagram on figure 2 is so, but it is known not to be positive [Cr] .
Here for a knot K, !K denotes the obverse (mirror image) of K. We use the Alexander-Briggs notation and the Rolfsen [Ro] tables to distinguish between a knot and its obverse. "Projection" is the same as "diagram", and this means a knot or link diagram. Diagrams are always assumed oriented. Much less than on almost alternating knots seems to be known on almost positive knots. Recently, the Fiedler-Polyak-Viro approach [PV, St] to Vassiliev invariants [BL, BN, BN2, Va] via Gauß diagram formulas gave a new powerful tool in studying positivity, see [St2] .
The aim of the present paper is to extend the applications of the Fiedler Gauß sum formula to almost positivity. The focus of the work will be on almost positive diagrams of the unknot.
Playing a central role in knot theory, it has been tried for a long time to identify the unknot from its diagrams and to classify them. Some recent progress was achieved by J. Birman [Bi] , who developed an algorithm to recognize the unknot from its braid representations. This algorithm, however, not unexpectedly, is far too complex to give (or even let us hope for) some nice explicite description of all (braid) diagrams of the unknot. In fact, already the question which conjugacy classes of 4-braids have unknotted closure, is known to be extremely hard [Mo, Fi] .
More is known for special cases of diagrams. It has been proved via different methods, that alternating [Cr, Mu, Ga] or positive [Cr, St2] diagrams of the unknot are completely reducible, that is, transformable into the zero crossing diagram by (crossing number) reducing Reidemeister I moves only. (One common argument is, that in such diagrams the Seifert algorithm must give a disc, and these are exactly the diagrams with this property.)
For almost positivity, the following appealing series of examples comes in mind: the twist knots 3 1 , 4 1 , 5 2 , 6 1 , 7 2 , 8 1 , . . ., that is, the knots with Conway notation (k, 2), k ∈ N can be unknotted in their alternating diagrams by 1 crossing change, giving (modulo mirroring) an almost positive diagram, see figure 5(c).
Here we will show that for connected diagrams these are indeed the only examples, which leads to a classification of all almost positive diagrams of the unknot. The proof bases on some straightforward but tricky analysis of the combinatorics of the Fiedler formula, similar to this of [St2] .
Note, that this result again gives a strong contrast to the problems of controlling almost alternating diagrams of the unknot [Ad2, §5.5].
More generally, we will show that knots with zero or negative Fiedler invariant (inter alia, achiral knots) cannot be almost positive.
Gauß sums
Recall [St, PV] the concept of Gauß sum invariants (GI).
Definition 2.1 ([Fi2])
A Gauß diagram (GD) of a knot diagram is an oriented circle with arrows connecting points on it mapped to a crossing and oriented from the preimage of the undercrossing to the preimage of the overcrossing. Fiedler [Fi2, St] found the following formula for (a variation of) the degree-3-Vassiliev invariant using Gauß sums.
where the configurations are
Here chords depict arrows which may point in both directions and w p denotes the writhe of the crossing p. For a given configuration, the summation in (1) is done over each unordered pair/triple of crossings, whose arrows in the Gauß diagram form that configuration.
To make precise which variation of the degree-3-Vassiliev invariant we mean, we noted in [St] , that
where V is the Jones polynomial [J] . We noted also, that v 3 is asymmetric, i. e., v 3 (!K) = −v 3 (K), so that achiral knots have zero invariant. In [St2], we gave the following 2 properties of Gauß diagrams, which we will use extensively in the following. Proof. The idea is to show, that for any negative configuration in the Gauß sum, that is, a configuration with a negative weight, we can find a positive configuration, that is, a configuration with a positive weight, which "equilibrates" it. Such positive configurations we will call accordingly "equilibrating".
Let p be the arrow in the Gauß diagram, corresponding to the negative crossing. There are 3 types of negative configurations:
This is equilibrated by (a, b) linked.
It remains to note, that no positive configuration equilibrates this way more than one negative configuration. 2 To extend the result, we like to show, that, except in the desired cases, non-equilibrating positive configurations exist, and therefore the value of the Gauß sum is positive. To do so, we will study the "environment" of the negative arrow p in the Gauß diagram. In most cases we will make assumptions, then by 2C and ev we will show the existence of furhter and furhter arrows in the Gauß diagram, leading at some point unavoidably to the creation of a non-equilibrating configuration. Therefore these assumptions turn out wrong and leave only the desired cases. In the following we explain the tricky details of this obvious idea.
The classification
Theorem 3.1 If K is a connected almost positive diagram and v 3 (K) = 0, then K is an unknotted twist knot diagram or a one crossing diagram.
In the following ' ' denotes a contradiction and ' ' denotes 'parallel' (see figure 4) . Proof. Fix K and its negative crossing p. K has no non-equilibrating positive configurations. Therefore the following conditions hold in K (in the following we will refer to each one by boxing its number):
1. If r, q are linked, p ∈ {r, q}, then at least one of r, q is linked with p. If not both are linked with p, then the not linked one is p. any (3, 3) configuration. 
p is in
Then by 2C(a, c, p 3) ), and therefore (see diagram) not
We have e ∩ p (else (e, d ′ ) ∈ 1 ) and e ∩ a, b, c (else 2 ). There are 2 possibilities for e:
Both choices are equivalent (the second is the same as the first with c, e swopped), so consider only the first:
. So (modulo swopping b and g) we obtain the following picture:
There are 3 choices of h indicated by dashed arcs in the following picture:
If h is one of the chords in the lower part of the picture, then apply
If h is the chord in the upper part of the picture, then apply 2C(h, b, a) to deduce ∃i : i ∩ h, i ∩ a. But then i ∩ d ′ with the same contradiction.
This shows, that the assumption (2) is wrong, and, using the fact that c = a, b with c ∩ a, b leads to 2 , we have proved:
Now assume
Therefore there are no more chords in the Gauß diagram than those of (8) This also shows that !6 1 and !6 2 are indeed 2-almost positive. Furthermore, as !6 1 and !6 2 can be unknotted in their 6 crossing diagrams by switching only positive crossings, this shows, that (although measuring positivity in general by positive values, contrarily to the signature) v 3 increases sometimes, when a positive crossing is switched to a negative one.
Therefore, unfortunately, our approach will very unlikely carry over to classify 2-almost positive unknot diagrams.
However, with some heuristics the above example leads to the following conjecture:
Conjecture 4.1 Let L be a 2-almost positive even crossing number diagram minimizing v 3 over all diagrams of that crossing number. Then L is a diagram of a (a 1 , . . . , a k , 2) pretzel knot, a i ∈ {1, 3}.
